SYMPOSYN FOR THE SCHOOLS

Bus Parking
Second Show
Attention Bus Drivers:

- **Place this bus pass** in the front window of the bus, facing out.

- **Do NOT arrive before 11:15 a.m.** as buses from the first concert may still be parked. Typically, all buses from the first concert pull away between 11am and 11:10am. If you arrive and first concert buses have not yet pulled away, officers will instruct you to circle. **All passengers should remain on your bus until a Symphony staff members greets you & instructs you to unload.**

- **Directions from I-10:** Exit 7th St. and head south. Turn right (west) on Washington, get immediately into the left lane, and then turn left onto 3rd St (south). Parking is along 3rd St. between Washington and Jefferson – please look for a city police officer to help you park.

- **Do NOT allow students off the bus until a staff member greets your bus** to issue you a **colored bus number.** One number is to be placed in the bus window and the second copy is used by the teacher and/or chaperone to identify the bus after the concert.

- If you leave your bus while the performance is going on, **please plan to return to your bus by 12:15 p.m.** in order to ensure a quick and orderly departure.

- **FOR THE SAFETY OF ALL: AFT**er the concert, your engines should remain off until instructed by Phoenix police to turn them on. **Buses will not move until all buses are loaded.**